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How much impact have the games on changing 
behavior too a more sustainable behavior?



Introduction

At the start of this project, we both started off with an interest in psychological matters concerning 
sustainability. How for instance a greater awareness of causality could be a basis for you to think 
twice about what you do and what effects it could have. A change of mind like this would alter 
much more than just one or two of your habits. It would become a source for you to come up with 
your own solutions and more sustainable habits.

Psychology for Sustainability

This psychological aspect interested us so we began looking for what information already existed on 
this subject. It turned out there was a website called www.teachgreenpsych.com. It states in it’s in-
troduction that: “The primary cause of all “environmental problems” is human behavior”. The intent 
of the site is to be a starting point for anyone who is interested in the subject, providing an extensive 
list of books and material to get you started. It also states that the psychology of sustainability itself 
is not yet recognized as relevant for preserving the planet. 

Isabel Rimanoczy is a writer and she wanted to find out what drove people to do good for the planet 
or society. She thought that if she could find out what drove them, then maybe somehow she could 
evoke those same motivations intentionally, in other leaders. In this way she reasoned, she could 
create a generation of people working to preserve the planet. 

Both these findings were about changing mindsets, but none of them were very practical about how 
to change mindsets. At this moment our research question was: How can we create a sustainable 
mindset in people? 

With that question we stumbled upon a lecture of Joost Raessens a professor at the University of 
Utrecht, about how so called “serious games” could help change behavior to be amongst other 
things, more sustainable. It had everything we were looking for and it fitted our investigation on 
how to create a mindset. This was one lecture out of a series of called “Duurzaamheid als Wereld-
beeld” (Sustainability as Worldview) all by different speakers. 
This got us started on serious games. A term that refers to almost always online games that have a 
serious goal to them and aren’t just for entertainment. 
There are serious games of all sorts ranging from games to help you get rid of financial debts to 
games enabling you to recover from injury. And thus also games to create a more sustainable be-
havior in people. Examples of these games are Opower, a game with which you can keep track of 
how much electricity you use and compete with friends on who uses the least. And Recylebank, a 
game where you can learn a more sustainable lifestyle and earn points to get discounts in real life.



Psychology for Sustainability

After the discovery of serious games we changed our research question to: Of how much importance 
are serious games to the sustainability of our planet?
To figure out the answer to this, besides our research, we started to look for people working in the 
serious games industry to interview. We came up with an employee from the Dutch serious games 
company “Ranj” and an entrepreneur within the industry, Dutch as well. 

The company Serious Games who were willing to talk with us. We prepared some questions that 
were focused on what they thought the games did with the behavior of people and they were fo-
cused around the 3 p’s, People, Planet, Profit. 

For our interviews we began to look for people who makes or knows allot about sustainable games. 
We found 2 men who would make some time for us and these men were Rob Nelissen and Juriaan 
Rijswijk. Rob Nelissen works at Ranj, a company that makes health games, games about sustainabil-
ity and games for other businesses. Jurriaan Rijswijk is a game creator for health, educational and 
economical friendly games. 

Rob Nelissen

Which games has Ranj made that have to do with sustainability? And could you give a short sum-
mary about them?  

GreenCompany: A game about marketing green energy products.Encore: a game about subsidizing 
or requiring sustainable energy.  

Do all the games you’ve mentioned have the goal to change behavior? So that it becomes more sus-
tainable? Which ones do and which ones don’t?  

Both games have to do with changing behavior, this is our aim. With these games we try to bring 
change via the living room.

The interviews



Could you tell a bit about how you make a game that changes behavior. Is there a sort of template 
for this? Certain elements that are present in every game?   

Ranj games consist of a mix of three powerful ingredients: simulation, story and game-elements. 
The balance between these differs per game, but the combination always provides powerful train-
ing-experiences. The simulation part makes that the game responds realistically to the actions of 
the players. Reality is translated into a model, and the players can experiment with this model. The 
simulation gives insight into complex processes and helps expose patterns. The story is the meta-
phor that provides a context through which the learning experience becomes relevant, concrete and 
meaningful. Furthermore the story provides players with a shared frame of reference. The game-ele-
ments challenge players and give them the ability to choose what happens. They motivate players to 
achieve goals and reward them for those achievements.

If there are “templates”, are these the same for every game, also for serious games that are not fo-
cused on sustainability? Or do they differ per genre?  

No they are used in all the games, like I said, only the balance differs per game.

Could you say that games on sustainability teach people a certain mindset (A different mindset 
would automatically affect practically all of a persons habits, while most initiatives are focused on 
teaching a person one or two habits). Or do they indeed basically only teach one or two habits? 

We hope that a habit will turn into a mindset, but these two things are not so different. We hope 
that the information that we try to provide will set in motion a different way of life, so in that sense 
we probably are striving more for a mindset than a habit.  

What do you hope to change exactly in the daily life of a sustainability-gamer?  Besides creating 
awareness, we hope the player will think about their part in every day life. This is what we hope, but 
in the end it’s up to the player.  Do you see change within businesses and our direct environment as 
a result of sustainability-games? 

We see small changes. We’re seeing more and more awareness amongst people and we’re noticing 
people talking with each other about the subject. But we’re in too early a stage to see clear results in 
our direct environment.

The interviews



The interviews

  

For our assignment we’re working with the three ecologies: people, planet and profit. In percentag-
es, how do serious games on sustainability fit in to these three ecologies?

I think that the planet is our main point. With our games we try to change unsustainable behavior 
in favor for our earth with we need to mean-teen. So if we change behavior there will be a change 
with the people but the people our not our main focus. Profit is something that is coming more and 
more clear to other companies. They are starting to understand that games are the way to go if you 
want to bring in clients or understand them better. So there is a big profit behind our games. That 
being said I think it’s around 70 planet 20 profit and 10 people.   

Jurriaan Rijswijk

Which games have you made that have to do with sustainability? And could you give a short sum-
mary about them?  

I’ve made one game on sustainability called Climate Quest. This is a game in which you play with 
others, but in which you can complete all sorts of quests alone as well. The quests are in order to 
stop climate change. 

Do all the games you’ve mentioned have the goal to change behavior? So that it becomes more sus-
tainable? Which ones do and which ones don’t?  

Yes that’s the goal of this game. The idea is to increase awareness as to change behavior concernin-

the climate. 

Could you tell a bit about how you make a game that changes behavior. Is there a sort of template 
for this? Certain elements that are present in every game?  

With how I work there are no templates. Although, the idea is that you bring up the subject and next 
think of assignments to do in the game. But the thinking of assignments to do is done in all games, 
even entertainment ones.  

If there are “templates”, are these the same for every game, also for serious games that are not fo-
cused on sustainability? Or do they differ per genre?  (See the answer above)  Could you say that 
games on sustainability teach people a certain mindset (A different mindset would automatically 
affect practically all of a persons habits, while most initiatives are focused on teaching a person one 
or two habits). Or do they indeed basically only teach one or two habits? 



The interviews

I find this difficult to answer. I think that being busy with the subject via a game does cause the 
knowledge to get into your system. In theory this could change your behavior

What do you hope to change exactly in the daily life of a sustainability-gamer?  

For instance that people will think twice before they take the car when they can go by bike as well.  

Do you see change within businesses and our direct environment as a result of sustainabili-
ty-games?  

I know that there are games based on work environment and they have caused good results. The 
changes in our direct environment could best be seen in our electricity usage for instance.  

For our assignment we’re working with the three ecologies: people, planet and profit. In percentag-
es, how do serious games on sustainability fit in to these three ecologies?  

Based on my own experience, I’d say, profit 60%, planet 30% and people 10%. The market is doing 
well and growing. We are seeing progress concerning the environment, but not as much as we’d 
like. And on a social plane there’s not much activity. My game is played together, but mostly schools 
use Climate Quest in order to teach their students. And there the students are usually in one class 
anyway.  

Of how much importance are serious games according to you, concerning the sustainability of our 
planet? 

Everyday there a lot of gaming is done by many different age groups. Seeing as gaming is so popu-
lar and this will probably only increase, I believe gaming could be of great importance. It’s a good 
medium to create awareness. And I think that’s most important when it comes to sustainability.  

Which serious game on sustainability (except for your own) do you find worthy to mention?  

World Without Oil. This is a game made among others by Jane McGonigal. In it players were asked 
how they would solve an oil crisis on a practical level. The game was made in order to collect infor-
mation about how an oil crisis could be averted. Personally I found this game very well thought of.             



Psychology for Sustainability: 

Book about what causes a mindset of sustainability in people:“Big Bang Being”
Planet, this is based on creating more sustainable behavior in people.
Social, the mindset of sustainability doesn’t only apply to planet, it’s an awareness of everything 
around you and how to treat all of that in a good way. Sustainable mindset could for instance cause 
an employer to make sure his workers have a proper work environment. 
Profit. There’s only profit involved for the people teaching a mindset of sustainability. And even they 
are under appreciated. 

Diagram



Serious Games based on own research:

The games change behavior to be more sustainable, which then helps preserve the planet. Dat is de 
hoofdfocus.
Some games are played together with others so they can be social.
Profit, the serious games industry does open a new market. It can employ people from game pro-
grammers to psychologists.

Diagram
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What do they 
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What do they think: 

This is from the interview that we had with Rob Nelissen. He said that the planet comes firt by far be-
cause that was there main point. The profit was starting to build because more and more buisnisses 
started to valuwe the games more. The people are changed in the procces so there is imact on them but 
that is just to have an impact on the earth. 



Conclusion

Our interviewees didn’t seem as convinced that their games really change behavior as much as we 
are from our research. Apart from that they do both see some growth in sustainability as a result of 
serious games. Our interviewees agree on serious games not being very social (our own research is 
in conflict with that, see our diagram). But they differ in their opinion about profit and planet. The 
cause of this might be the fact that Jurriaan Rijswijk is more of an entrepreneur where as Rob Nellis-
sen is an employee.
Both do expect serious games to be of significant importance for the sustainability of our planet, but 
more pertaining to the future than to this very moment. 
Both our opinions are really good on the new way of spreading information on a sustainable life-
style through games. This will interest more of the younger community, which is our future that must 
preserve our earth. Also while you play the game you will learn without having to put in much effort, 
which makes it even more effective in our opinion. 
Also we believe that is way of spreading is more effective because it is way easier to play a game 
then to read a book about a sustainable lifestyle. The games take less time to gather all the informa-
tion that you need to create an opinion about it. 


